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Abstract. Positioning political party opens a relationship between leaders and their 

stakeholders. A common theme in adopting relationship online is that social media 

platform needs more attention to be beneficial. This article looks at how leading politicians 

value Instagram as communication platform and how Covid-19 pandemic message 

communicated by the actors within the platform. Content analysis was conducted on five 

leaders of large political party in Indonesia to understand their value and communication 

code in their postings. From the data, the study revealed younger politicians tend to value 

the platform more than others in the way of following the trends and showing their personal 

characteristic instead of political and professional characteristic. 
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1   Introduction         

As the opening quotation suggests, the bio section in Instagram account from one of leaders 

of political party in Indonesia showed personal touch, which is a sign of self-representation. 

One of the most important social media in Indonesia is Instagram, which is listed as the number 

4 biggest social media in Indonesia and used by 126,4 million people [1]. Instagram is defined 

as a chosen platform for celebrities, actors, even government officials to share information and 

daily activities to publics. The establishment of Instagram has been connected to the capturing 

everyday activities in photo or video like a new norm as a daily life document [2]– [5]. 

Furthermore, a large portion of Instagram content comes from raw materials that cultivated to 

create intimacies between participants and audiences as well as how ‘raw’ contents produced 

by users [6]. 

This study argues that the platform allows opportunity for wider variety of personalities 

and overlapping relationship between public and private as well as forging relationship [7]– [9]. 

The production of content and sharing visual content applied to niche interest in Instagram, 

suggesting that the world has greater recognition to the practice of Instagram users [10]. 

However, the utilization of Instagram by politicians proven to be more successful compared to 

the political institution as well as “communitainment” [11] [12]. The spread of Instagram 

utilization within political field is then a apart of a wider discussion in mobilization, user 

engagement, and promotion [13] [15]. 
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2   Method 

 We focus on Instagram official accounts of politician who have a consistent presence in 

the platform and offer public free access to their political, professional, and personal viewpoint. 

Head of large political party is our focus. Instagram postings from pre-March 2020, along with 

other older account details, were excluded from our sample. The materials for this research 

consisted of Instagram postings (during March 2020-recent) that fixated on five leaders of 

political party in Indonesia. The materials were gathered through identifying political parties’ 

website, Instagram field research, narrowing to five leaders that consistently active and engage 

in Instagram as their communication platform. Account bio, the number of posts, number of 

followers, number of following available from Instagram platform are also studied. 

The politicians were chosen based on presence in the platform for an extended period and 

were thus posting and showing familiarity with the Instagram conversation and noticed by other 

Instagram users. Five politicians were leaders of large political parties in Indonesia from 

different political positioning (governmental supporter and opposition). The data gathering was 

conducted the early August until the end of August, with postings from these accounts 

pinpointed from their official accounts. The politicians first identified from the party official 

websites, their presence in Instagram then explored and their consistent quantity of posting in 

the platform was the criteria for the sample candidates. Each posting was studied to show their 

point of view on what current happenings in relations to Covid-19 pandemic from their 

Instagram feed. The postings were categorized to reflect on the type of political, professional, 

and personal position in the nation as well as their engagement with their stakeholders and the 

activities of these politicians as politician, executive, public figure, and public officials. 

3   Results and Discussion 

As the data analysis took place from all the postings within the research period, it revealed 

that the politicians deployed different approaches in the management of their Instagram account, 

for example, personal activities with family, me-time moment, and comedy content (AHY, Cak 

Imin) compare to serious international, national-level meeting attendance and photos with the 

president (Airlangga, Zul, HT). The example from the two Instagram postings caption further 

illustrates this comparison: 

a. “This is the time for me and Annisa confused about choosing a wedding ring, for single men 

and single women, don't worry about choosing a wedding ring, worry about choosing your 

soul mate” (AHY) 

b. “Today I attended the signing of a cooperation agreement on the corporate guarantee 

program for the national economy recovery at the Mezzanine Hall, Ministry of Finance, 

Wednesday (29/7) …” (Airlangga) 

In the above quote, it appears that anything that related to personal touch on these Instagram 

data is came from younger personality and opposition (AHY) to signal quality of prestige of 

being real person not only serious political message, which legitimates political leadership as 

the point of self-representation for differentiation from the rest. This data also emphasizes how 

important political figure in the country also produce proximity to public by posted photo / video 

of their personal space and story, which in turn enforces non-organizational rigidity of what 

viewed as political power in how to become acknowledged and valued. A serious political 

identity thus bears distance from the public in general for this personality. 



 

 

 

 

 

What constitutes a national-class personality is, nevertheless, created in deculturalize 

(national) and depoliticized (open for all) behavior without explicit political message and 

connotation constantly in the Instagram postings. In the following section, the data shows how 

such messages become a communication tool in Covid-19 pandemic issue. 

 

3.1 Personal characteristics 

 

The starting point of communication via Instagram is that photo (and video) is never stands 

alone: where there is power, there is responsibility. Although, another fundamental issue 

regarding standard information of Covid-19 pandemic revolves around numbers and drug, 

people still need to be reminded as to health protocol and lockdown procedure of a certain places 

around the country. Issue such as Covid-19 pandemic is one of the national agenda, in which 

these politicians carry a moral and political responsibility to use their power to encourage other 

(even within their own institution) to at least aware of the issue and in a way educate the public.   

Airlangga represents himself as a serious political leader in Instagram from his posting with 

less personal touch. Most of the posts (photo and video) are staged and constructed as public 

officials. His only family members that captured in the Instagram post is his wife in her capacity 

as the first lady in the ministry. 

Meanwhile, Cak Imin shows some personal characteristics to his public by posting photo 

of his family members and family activities, not only his wife. In his feed from earlier March 

when Covid-19 outbreak identified until August, Cak Imin posted his personal space, his dining 

table at home, his living room space, his home office, bicycling with his friends, old photos 

from 14 years ago, etc. The old photo that he posted, following Instagram users open challenge 

when celebrities started to post their old photos when they are still clueless. He also reposted 

some funny and comedy video and photos to entertain his followers. In his Instagram feed, his 

standard of self-representation remains light voluntarily but is sometimes cited as serious, thus 

giving his followers an access to his personal characteristic that appears to be his personal traits 

and his followers (mostly political) is conveniently assumed that proximity is Cak Imin’s 

personal status. In other posts, his caring message looks easily flow because he used to carry a 

light message. For example, on April 1, his video encouraging people to keep a healthy routine 

and reach out for help if need help shot from his living room with a modest camera and lighting 

setting. In his serious photos behind a podium as a keynote speaker or photos side by side with 

prominent national figures, however, it was still comedically captioned with slangs and words 

that millennial say routinely. Even so, it is important to remain aware that compliance with the 

political standard does not of itself confer comedically from messages, as Cak Imin practiced in 

his Instagram posts. 

Nonetheless, recent posts since March 2020 from AHY has shown that personal space also 

means postings photos with his loved ones (daughter, wife, dad, mom, brother, and niece), one 

that has on his causal occasion when he played swing with his daughter. Doubtless, younger 

than any politician in this study, AHY follows trends in social media, such as posting his old 

photos with his wife when they still on a date. The tendency of AHY savviness in social media 

management (using his own smartphone to post content) has become standard not only because 

he is in his young age but also, he is potentially going to participate. 

In contrast, Zulkifli as the head of PAN in one post showed he was walking out from an 

office with West Java Governor. This far more concerned with his serious political figure 

showing political support to the elected governor, whether what was done was reasonable in the 

circumstances is a valid question because of his political position. However, posting a video 

with his granddaughter, photo of strolling around with his wife, video of his whole family during 



 

 

 

 

 

Id prayer in his living room are some of the posts that show his personal characteristic in front 

of his followers. 

  The self-representation for Harry Tanoe in Instagram shows his political message in least 

quantity compare to his business side as Executive Chairman of MNC (one of the largest media 

companies in Indonesia). His personal touch on the postings shows from his postings about his 

family members (wife, grandchildren, and children).           

 

3.2 Professional and political characteristics 

 

AHY brings a unique treat in terms of Instagram postings. He appears to have real 

individual image in the social media compare to Airlangga, Cak Imin and Zulkifli, these three 

officiate in the legislative and executive. While Harry Tanoe is an executive in the large media 

company. With the fact that for the most part, they are the head of large political party in 

Indonesia and have a reasonable follower as to what might constitute a standard professional 

and political self-representation in social media. They also cannot cater for misplaced of 

message that, for whatever reason, might demand a more attentive communication option. The 

extent of professional and political characteristics benefits the politicians in terms of their 

personal branding because of their leading position in the political institution. For example, 

Harry Tanoe as a self-made successful businessman who founded a political party, so his 

postings also consist of some motivational content in the form of video and photo with insightful 

caption.  The finding in the data for his Instagram account is that political message blend (even 

obscure) with another message that he tries to convey 

4   Conclusion    

Using this content analysis lens, we have addressed the self-representation and 

communication of leading politicians in Instagram and connect that with Covid-19 pandemic. 

We presented how these politicians positioned themselves in social media platform which 

heavily focus on still images and video, places in which the public could gain national 

conversational pieces and political educational material. Yet our analysis of the online 

interpretations of the national- level individuals and the identification differences illustrated the 

modes and communication models to their stakeholders and public in general. Our results have 

thus shown how politicians show their true color in terms of how they position and value the 

social media platform, which naturally embedded with high potency in communication power 

for advertisement purposes, political image, engagement pods and social utility purposes. 

Our results have thus indicated how images and videos manifest in communicate their 

political position of a national and culturally fused political education and the ideal portrait of 

politician in the eyes of public. As discussed above, since the early March 2020, the politicians’ 

message has shown their truly caring positioning as a national public figure as well as their 

current leading position in the government or company. Such a positioning and self-

representation reflect politician management and value on the platform. As much as they value 

the platform, to the point of using their own smartphone to post to their Instagram account, the 

platform values them back by at the minimal level to verify their accounts. But the value and 

message need to relate to each other. There is time and efforts to communicate in this platform 

to get the message across and to benefit fully from the platform. The strong commitment to 

entertain, educate and just to greet (as Cak Imin mentions in his Bio section) the followers 



 

 

 

 

 

demonstrated by these politicians in a diverse type of way which implying that politicians are 

eager to change and adopt to newer communication channel (either self-aware or educated) and 

to play a greater role in the development of the national political conversation. Although the 

determination of personality like AHY which founded as having the highest determination in 

valuing the platform as communication channel, whether personality such as Airlangga low 

value to the Instagram platform (the rigid and template-based content) is subject to discussion. 

As a literature argues, Instagram is used mainly for broadcasting instead of mobilizing. The 

personalization of the leader is important in party’s image. 

In relations to Covid-19 pandemic issue positioning, all the politicians show awareness and 

post photos and video where they obey government instruction such as physical distancing and 

wearing a mask.  To take up a notch, Cak Imin posted a video addressing this health protocol 

issue. These politicians also mirror what happenings in Indonesia, when lockdown until new 

normal was implemented, we can see the development of the condition of the nation coping 

with the pandemic not necessarily reading the text. 
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